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Homeopathy for Health Care Professionals - Intermediate 

Methodological studies (principles & practice) - Q & A Worksheet

Unit  

Set reading for this week

We have allocated the following sections from your course
reader for attention this week. 

                Pages / sections

Reflection

When you have completed your selected reading, write short answers to the following discussion
points and file this document into your learning portfolio.

1.

2. See over /
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2.

3.

When you have completed this weeks reading and reflection, consider any questions or comments that you
would like to raise at the end of this week’s Clinical Tutorial. 
As an aide memoire, write down any points that you would like to discuss further in the space below.
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	Text26: 25
	Text28: Roberts, H.A. 'Susceptibility' Extract (Supplied as a pdf for download)
	Text27: Swayne, J. Homeopathic Method ISBN 0-443-05926-8, 
	Text29: pp 121-138 'Aetiology'
	Text30: Full extract
	Text33: 
	Text34: 
	Text32: 
	Text35: 
	Text36: Compare and contrast the homeopathic concepts of 1. 'Susceptibility' and 2. 'Terrain'. (If you have not encountered this idea before, you will need to do a search on how 'Terrain' is understood within the homeopathic community).  
	Text31:   Writing in the 1940s, Roberts discusses 'Susceptibility' from several standpoints. He begins by exploring the relationship between species-specific environmental tolerance and goes on to raise the issue of individual disease susceptibility. Roberts also touches on long held observations concerning epigenetic illness predisposition (miasms). How have these concepts been approached, investigated and updated by the Life Sciences since Robert's time and what aspects have applicability in practice today?  Make some preliminary notes below. (You can consider making this a topic for special study in your pre-membership year.) 
	Text37: Swayne: 'Many doctors would consider the circumstances attending the evolution of a long-term illness as aetiological only if there is a demonstrable and direct pathogenic association with it. Many doctors also find the distinction and interrelation of psyche and soma difficult to interpret and to manage.' How do the illness and treatment models described by Swayne address this dichotomy?
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